
Sci-Fi → Sci-Fact

01. AI Ethics
SCI-FI:  They can emulate feelings, synchronize to physical, 
robotic bodies and responsive holograms. All these mimicry 
combined to advanced intellectual capabilities pose a question: 
what is ethical to be written as a code and applied as a 
technology?
SCI-FACT:  With AI becoming an increasingly pervasive 
technology for problem solving, human language has become 
the new interface for interaction with these machines. Such 
scenario, however, poses the need to regulate the ethics of how 
to program and regulate these artificial entities by teaching 
them right from wrong. Such enterprise targets not only their 
functionality but also the social, cultural and psychological 
impact they bring altogether.

02. AI Holographic Companion
SCI-FI:  Open your house door and find them waiting for you, as a 
barely translucent roomate. Buy a portable device and they will 
always be with you throughout the day, making it easier to live 
with their technological features and communication skills 
further than the environment your connected smart house.
SCI-FACT:  Digital assistants are still paving the way to something 
bigger as companies are trying to implement holograms as a 
means to give visualization and physical presence to these 
supportive chatbots. In Japan, with a tradition in pop culture to 
follow idols and the extensive market for animation and comic 
books, such technological match has been further considered 
when developing new products.

03. AR Navigation System
SCI-FI:  Internet was once seen as an information superhighway, 
but this rather changes superhighways with information 
overlayed as light graphics of surroundings' detailed mapping 
and activity. Just like visionaires envisioned the web as an infite 
grid, a net of monitoring and scanned information shines in 
front of passengers of autonomous, flying vehicles.
SCI-FACT:  LiDAR or light detection and ranging has evolved from 
the ”light radar” from the 1960s to become a resourceful tool 
for the development of smarter autonomous cars. Combined 
with graphic displays, the information gathered by LiDAR 
devices could be visualized and become a new output in car 
systems.

04. Automated Psychological Test
SCI-FI:  It takes only a poem and repetitive speech exercises for 
an artificial intelligence to detect any signs of psychological 
instability in bioengineered humans that have went through a 
mission. With an average response to be pursued, any 
anomalies could mean one’s termination.
SCI-FACT:  Current post traumatic stress diagnosis is performed 
by mental health professionals, but chatbots and machine 
learning are also being applied for the automation of therapy 
sessions. Messenger apps and animated characters are 
different, personalized ways to help patients to be diagnosed 
and treated

05. Autonomous Street Sweeper
SCI-FI:  A robust machine drives autonomously throughout the 
city, cleaning the streets and keeping in mind a bold sonorous 
and written warning message to keep out or passersby will be 
sweeped altogether with the dirt.
SCI-FACT:  Silent, electric and autonomous vehicles have been 
replacing old street sweepers formerly driven by humans. 
Besides the self-driving technology implemented to the vehicle, 
companies are enforcing the need to implement more 
sustainable and green solutions for cleaning public spaces with 
the use of electricity as a power source.

06. Bioengineered Animal
SCI-FI:  After the radiation, the only residents of the affected 
urban areas are genetically modified bees. Created with the 
intent of surviving in extreme conditions, this type of 
modification guarantees the continuity of ecosystems and the 
biosphere needed for humankind.
SCI-FACT:  Using methods of genetic edition such as CRISPR and 
TALEN, animals can have their DNA engineered to become 
more resistant to specific diseases or even with different 
characteristics in terms of appeal. Besides the raising trend of 
cloning pets, other tests include creating human-animal hybrids 
as a possible solution for lab-grown organs.

07. Biometric Door Lock
SCI-FI:  Place your hand on the scanner to enable your own body 
to work as an unique key on the entrance of your unit. Prove 
that you are you and the machine will do the trick.
SCI-FACT:  A biometric sensor is able to read one's identity by 
translating their biometric treat into an electrical signal. This 
means that unique treats in humans, such as fingerprint, iris, 
face, or voice can be used as an unlocking key to these sensors. 
These are mostly connected to doors, notebooks and 
smartphones.

08. Blackout
SCI-FI:  The catastrophical loss of all data that was once stored in 
hard drives lead to a moment in which almost all digital data 
ever created by humanity disappeared. That includes bank 
records to personal photographs, meaning from the most 
important, bureaucratic information, to trivial registers.
SCI-FACT:  After overcoming the Year 2000 problem, which ended 
up causing the failure of only a few computers, the Year 2038 
problem comes as a similar issue that would affect many digital 
systems such as embedded factory, refinery control and 
monitoring subsystems or even assorted medical and military 
devices by causing an error in their storage unit. There is still no 
universal solution to the problem.

09. Branded City
SCI-FI:  They pop up from the ground and reach the sky as 
colorful gigantic ghosts advertising products and services. They 
tease every passing-by citizen to spend their credits in what 
these interactive holograms were programmed to sell with 
efficacy and enchantment.
SCI-FACT:  Asian and European retaillers have been trying to 
implement holograms as a technology for advertising in shop 
windows or for temporary, punctual marketing actions. Places 
such as Hong Kong and Times Square make one think that 
visual pollution in advertising is still appreciated.

10. Bruise Healing Glue
SCI-FI:  Cheaper than a surgeon, faster than going to the hospital, 
a glue that can be kept in the bathroom locker for any 
emergencies. Just like a regular glue, it sticks the wound and 
avoids any further infections.
SCI-FACT:  Made of highly elastic human proteins, this 
super-elastic surgical glue works as a sealant for wounds and 
surgical incisions, making common staples or sutures 
dispensable. While in the movie it works as a regular glue that 
covers the wound, the substance developed by scientists is 
rather injectable. Tests with rats and pigs have already shown 
positive results.

11. Cashless Vending Machine
SCI-FI:  Place your hand over the colorful, extravagant screen to 
pay for a drink, a snack or anything this vending machine offers 
with practicality and an effortless payment method for 
passersby in a rush: we only need the unique pattern in your 
hands to place the order.
SCI-FACT:  Going beyond biometrics payment, new approaches 
that integrate apps with sensors, artificial intelligence, and 
computer vision have arrived to no checkout stores that take 
advantage of a system of cameras and RFID readers to keep 
track of what is being taken by shoppers without the need to 
scan every single product.

12. Concentrated Solar Power Plant
SCI-FI:  When all earthly resources are on the verge to be 
depleted, it is the sun that stays safe from human's interference 
and thus it becomes one of the last hopes for energy harvesting 
for an energy-hungry society.
SCI-FACT:  Studies have led to the conclusion that the future 
potential of concentrated solar power is to offer up to 25% of 
the world's energy needs by the year of 2050. With increasing 
investments coming from countries such as Spain and 
Australia, it is expected that such energy harvesting structures 
become bigger and stronger in the following years.

13. DNA Scanner
SCI-FI:  Place a strand of hair, a drip of blood or any biological 
remnant over a scanning display. A new world of genetic 
information opens up for the viewer to find out the origins and 
the elements that make a creature alive.
SCI-FACT:  Portable devices and companies are currently offering 
genome sequencing services to be integrated with 
smartphones or with the help of proprietary accessories.  
Current technology needs samples to achieve such information, 
but anything from blood or other fluids are recognizeable.

14. Detachable Car Drone
SCI-FI:  This autonomous, portable drone is always watching 
from above. Anywhere you go, everywhere you drive to with 
your autonomous vehicle, this flying robotic machine is 
equipped and programmed to give support, protection and 
detailled information from the surroundings.
SCI-FACT:  Drones have been popularly adapted to several 
situations in currently life, from agricultural uses to 
entertainment. When combined to self-driving cars, these 
flying machines have been studied as a resourceful tool for 
guiding and mapping the surrounding areas for the vehicle.

15. Detoxified Water Shower
SCI-FI:  Radiation and pollution have led the world to a depleated 
scenario, which turned into a movement of emigration to 
off-world colonies. Those who remain on Earth, however, have 
a limited access to water that is purified and fine for 
consumption.
SCI-FACT:  Seaside places and cities with water purification based 
on an excessive use of chlorine may lead to the use of water 
filters in showers. Such chemicals present in water can spread 
harmful fragrances and paraffin into a home's air, besides other 
possible links on how water chemical contamination could 
worsen conditions such as asthma. Current filters can remove 
chlorine with the help of carbon, KDF or Vitamin C, being the 
latter beneficial for skin.

16. Dirty Bomb
SCI-FI:  Using the remains of radioactive nuclear waste material 
and some cheap explosives, someone is able to create their 
own DIY radiological bomb, causing irreparable damage to 
fortified cities.  Giving off radiation during decades and hurting 
civilians, the area hit by this type of device becomes a no-men 
wasteland.
SCI-FACT:  A RDD, or radiological dispersion device, is a 
conventional bomb mixed with radioactive material. This type 
of bomb would not have enough radiation in order to cause 
mass destruction such as an atomic bomb. Terrorist attacks 
using dirty bombs have been reported in Chechnya, but it is 
intended to cause more psychological fear than actual 
physiological harm.

17. Drone Gesture Control
SCI-FI:  No need to press a button or say a word: the drone can 
obey a command given by a simple movement of a hand. Smart 
enough to identify gestures and perform actions after what 
they mean, these drones are useful for those who prioritize 
discretion.
SCI-FACT:  Drones can be controled by human gestures with the 
help of a motion controller that communicates with the machine 
by using wireless connection. Current products offer video 
recording and photograph to be activated with a hand gesture.

18. Dual Hand Keyboard
SCI-FI:  Ergometric, practical and more efficient than regular 
keyboards. When both hands work simultaneously pressing 
keys positioned with a certain distance, typing becomes easier 
and effortless.
SCI-FACT:  A dual hand keyboard can make typing a more 
ergonomic task, however, advances in voice recognition, 
immersive technologies and even wearable or implantable 
devices are opening up a future in which typing won't be 
necessary anymore. Machines will respond to humans by voice 
command or even by a direct connection to the brain.

19. Emanator
SCI-FI:  Technology can be taken everywhere and it only takes a 
pocket to hold a portable device, light and thin as a pen, that 
makes an holographic AI companion present in all places, real 
as a human if they were not, in fact, a trick of light.
SCI-FACT:  With the developments in nanotechnology, it is 
expected that photoreduced graphene oxides can create 
three-dimensional holographic images, without the need of a 
glass for projection. In terms of portability, however, it is the 
scale and simplicity of projectors that have been explored.

20. Extra-Uterine System
SCI-FI:  Synthetic humans are designed to be grown in 
laboratories, not cubbed. Their gestation occurs inside a plastic, 
womb-emulated system where a fluid, as artificial as their 
existence, keeps them fresh and fed for the day they come to 
life.
SCI-FACT:  Scientists have cubbed a lamb in four weeks inside an 
artificial womb. The experiment was successful, as the animal 
developed normally. In order to make this work as intended, 
researchers needed to develop a closed ”amniotic fluid” circuit 
that reproduces closely the environment of the womb.

21. Eye Drone Implant
SCI-FI:  A device plugged right to the brain of visually impaired 
individuals can allow them to conquer an enhanced autonomy 
by gathering detailed information from the ambient. Much more 
than a solution for disability, a swarm of drones offers extra 
abilities when providing a combination of points of view.
SCI-FACT:  Glasses with cameras can convert images into 
electrical pulses transmitted wirelessly to electrodes attached 
to one’s retina, thus stimulating cells to send information to the 
brain. In addition, diamond-electrode bionic eyes could do 
further than emulating human eye by providing x-ray vision, for 
instance.

22. Garbage Drone
SCI-FI:  They go back and forth, from the city to the suburbs 
where hills of garbage grow as trees that were supposed to be 
there, surrounding marginalized, forgotten communities that 
have established their own subsistence amongst the trash 
automatically collected by flying cargo drones.
SCI-FACT:  Oslo is promised to become the first city in the world 
to implement drones for garbage collection, while other 
enterprises have been prototyping garbage collecting drones to 
be used in the sea or helping to collect bins for waste 
management.

23. General Artificial Intelligence
SCI-FI:  Everything is powered by AI: homes, cars, portable 
devices, the city. It is everywhere, although it may not speak or 
have an image and a body. And because of its omnipresence, it 
is constantly learning and adapting to every function, every 
interaction. This raises the question: what are the limits for 
computation?
SCI-FACT:  A general artificial intelligence means more than a 
bigger processing power. While current AI is developed to 
solve specific problems, what the future holds is a more holistic, 
connected way to integrate different tools in the same system 
supported by AI. This means therefore that a general AI will be 
able to adapt and respond to anything while still being ready 
and present everywhere.

24. Hazmat Suit
SCI-FI:  Radiation has become omnipresent but still possible to be 
endured by synthetic humans. However, in certain 
circumstances, further protection is needed when dealing with 
hazardous chemicals used, for instance, in nematode farms. 
Special clothes and masks will do the trick.
SCI-FACT:  This personal protective equipment is mostly used by 
firefighters, emergency medical tehcnitians, and any other 
specialist that deals with toxic materials and needs protection. 
In agriculture, this whole-body garment made of impermeable 
material is used by workers when spreading chemicals and has 
become an identification element in GMO plantation.

25. Holographic Meal
SCI-FI:  Not all that glitters is gold, and barely any meals look, 
smell and taste as good as in the ads. Holographic companions 
and virtual reality can, therefore, be a helping hand to make 
dinner time feel better when the only available food is synthetic 
and unattractive.
SCI-FACT:  In spite of holograms being mostly used for 
entertainment, applications of this technology in kitchen has 
already been considered by home appliances brands. In 
addition, combining virtual reality to meals mean providing a 
synaesthetic experience to trick the brain when the buds taste 
something else, therefore being helpful towards new feeding 
experiences and food shortage.

26. Holographic Painting
SCI-FI:  Nails as pretty as the limitless creativity that only digital 
art can offer to imaginative customers and extravagant 
fashionistas, these animated ornaments are endlessly playing 
short kitsch moments on fingernails turned screens.
SCI-FACT:  Apart from nail painting trends and holographic 
polishes, the technology in the movie brings the possibility to 
insert a holographic, animated image on the surface of 
fingernails. Current augmented reality apps provide the same 
experience, but with the help of a smartphone for visualization.

27. Holographic Videoconference
SCI-FI:  In spite of the benefits of flying and autonomous vehicles, 
light travels faster than matter. Holograms are the most 
efficient and cost-benefit ways to emulate presence in a 
live-streaming conference for business and entertainment 
purposes.
SCI-FACT:  Holographic projection can now replace video 
conferencing for a better experience. Despite current hardware 
limitations, it is expected that such technology will be wide 
spread to be a feature in places such as hotels, homes and even 
expositions and conferences.

28. Human-Hologram Symbiosis
SCI-FI:  Light cannot be touched, and the same goes for 
holograms. Holographic companions therefore can take 
advantage of the physical, warm bodies of bioengineered 
humans designed for sexual ends by synchronizing 
movements.
SCI-FACT:  Current holograms depend on a support, like a glass 
wall, or any other surfaces in which light can be projected. 
Some experiments, however, have tested synchronizing a 
human's movement with the pre-established coreography of a 
hologram that is precisely projected over the dancer's body, 
therefore creating the illusion of presence, also known as the 
technique called Pepper's Ghost.

29. Hyperspectral Imaging
SCI-FI:  There are no boundaries or walls to block the detailled, 
curious view that seeks for the specifications of a place or a 
body. Everything can be seen beyond its physical appearance: 
temperature, radiation, composition, you name it, you get it.
SCI-FACT:  Standard cameras can be equipped with sensors that 
allow visible, infrared and ultraviolet light to be captured for 
monitoring and analysis. A non-invasive procedure, 
hyperspectral imaging has been used for the assessment of 
objects' composition and for precise results when monitoring 
places, or when equipped as a precision resource in 
autonomous vehicles.

30. Mass Spectrometer
SCI-FI:  There is no chemical element that goes unoticed by this 
fast, precise sensor. However, as efficient as it is, the device can 
only provide information about the composition, so customers 
will need to count on a specialist to track its origins in space 
and time.
SCI-FACT:  Originally developed to help early studies in physics, 
astronomy, and chemistry, spectrometers are able to divide 
particles, atoms, and molecules by their mass, momentum or 
energy. Companies are working on miniaturizing the device for 
personal use, so customers can check the composition of any 
objects.

31. Mega-Scale Border Wall
SCI-FI:  After the devastating effects of the dirty bomb, 
radioactivity levels were set to concerning parameters that only 
solutions such as massive concrete wall raised in the suburbs 
of the city could minimize the invasion of the dangerous 
consequences of the nuclear war.
SCI-FACT:  Scientists are looking into the possibility of building 
concrete shields in order to modernize radiation protection in 
nuclear plants, radioactive waste repositories and other 
facilities that deal radioactivity. After the accident in the 
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station in Japan, an ice wall 
has also been studied for contamination restraint.

32. Memory Access Machine
SCI-FI:  A machine to mediate the access to one’s memories by 
simply capturing their gaze. Remembrances converted into 
images can be seen through a visor, so that specialists can 
make sure if a memory comes after an actual experience or if it 
was designed to give bioengineered humans more human 
responses.
SCI-FACT:  Using magnetic resonance imaging, electrodes and 
brainwave headsets, scientists can reconstruct images from the 
brain onto a computer screen. Although this has been used for 
visualizing dreams after training and mapping the brain reaction 
of subjects after common dream images, the same procedure 
could be one day be applied to access memories.

33. Memory Implant 
SCI-FI:  Memories make the man - and the same goes for their 
synthetic counterparts. Human responses demand human 
memories, although they can be as designed as these synthetic 
beings who were brought to life with a history they have not 
lived apart from the remembrances artificially inserted in their 
brains.
SCI-FACT:  Scientists are currently trying to create fake memories 
and implant them in the hippocampus (brain area where 
memory is encoded) of patients as a means to help them 
overcome traumas. Tests performed with rats have shown 
promising results with the application of optogenetics, a 
technique that uses lasers for stimulation.

34. Natural Language Processing
SCI-FI:  They speak, they answer, they interact. With enhanced 
communication skills, always learning and adapting to the 
context, AI-powered hyperrealistic holograms live among 
people as intelligent ghosts that interact with reality with the 
power of language.
SCI-FACT:  Current available software are already able to keep 
track of conversations with users and use records to help AI to 
learn. Humanoid robots tend to include this kind of program as 
a means to supply the machine with personality, cognitive, 
linguistic, perceptual and behavioral content that is reflected 
upon the way they process language in conversation.

35. Nematode Farm
SCI-FI:  With the collapse, no animals or plants have survived: the 
only specimen alive are those that were bioengineered and 
modified to fit this new world. Such innovation, however, 
comes with a high cost, which makes nematodes the new 
frontier in protein consumption.
SCI-FACT:  The consumption of insects as a nutritive source, also 
known as entomophagy, is already a reality in certain cultures. 
It is expected that such tradition spreads throughout the world 
as the impact of insects cultivation is much smaller and insects 
have more versatile uses compared to cattle. It doesn't mean 
that they must be eaten in natura, but in more pleasant forms 
such as protein bars, for instance.

36. Open-Ended Lifespan
SCI-FI:  Death is the ultimate challenge to be overcame by 
humanity, but only synthetic humans could really defeat it as 
their bioengineered systems have an open-ended lifespan. 
Aging won't make them eventually die, although major injuries 
may lead them to casualty.
SCI-FACT:  Scientists are investigating several ways to revert 
aging processes in the human body, from the elimination of 
senescent cells to the stimulation of the production of NDA+ 
cells, which keep the immune system working properly. Stem 
cells are also another field of interest when trything to achieve 
longevity or ultimately human immortality, as tests have shown 
that injections of stem cells have improved mice' recovering and 
rejuvenating processes.

37. Paper Thin Screen
SCI-FI:  This is not photography, only better. With a screen as thin 
as a razor, animated captured memories can be held in the 
hands and kept in pockets for the comfort of users, so 
whenever they feel up to trigger remembrances, this device is 
there.
SCI-FACT:  Organic light-emitting diode displays have gained 
upgrades in the past few years by becoming thinner, more 
resistant, flexible and with sharper images. More than a TV, 
they have been thought and designed to become the future of 
tablets and photographs.

38. Personnel Tracking System
SCI-FI:  Employees are one of the most important assets in a 
company and institution, so for maximum safety and 
management, they are put under surveillance. Anywhere they 
go, managers can keep an eye and make sure everything is 
working as intended. Efficiency over privacy.
SCI-FACT:  Technologies such as RFID have been used by 
companies and schools to track their employees and students 
while inside the campus or factory area, being construction 
workers some of the covered due to the dangers they face at 
work. On the other hand, it is the discussion of privacy that 
comes up with this innovation.

39. Precision Missile Drone
SCI-FI:  They are remotelly controlled by voice command and 
designed to be precise, so that strike attacks are the quickest 
and most efficient. Combatants take advantage of 
livestreaming tools to follow and adapt strategies according to 
changes in the battlefield. Safe for soldiers, efficient for armies 
and deadly for targets.
SCI-FACT:  Missile attacks performed by unmanned aerial vehicles 
have been used by countries such as the United States and the 
Islamic State since 2012. Precise missiles developments draw 
on technologies such as radio control, infra-red and 
electro-optical guidance, laser, radar or even satellites.

40. Remote Controlling Goggles
SCI-FI:  It takes only a word to be spoken and the trigger is pulled 
miles away. Goggles provide the visuals and AI powers the 
responsive systems that works with simple commandments as 
voice recognition for attack, positioning and enhanced 
visualization.
SCI-FACT:  The connection between military and air force and 
mixed reality technology has a long history that traces back 
from the past century. Currently, VR headsets have been used 
for training soldiers how to fly and operate machines in 
simulations, while some experiments are adding cameras to 
drones to broadcast their flight in virtual reality.

41. Responsive Hologram
SCI-FI:  It takes more than a realistic appeal and a 3D projection 
for a hologram to walk among us with the feeling of being 
made of flesh and bone. Despite their transluscent nature, the 
ability to respond to external stimuli creates the illusion of 
presence and sentience.
SCI-FACT:  Scientists have developed an interactive system that is 
able to produce haptic and optical clone images in mid-air. In 
real time, users can ”touch” the hologram as it responds to the 
contact as an ultrasound energy creates the sensation of 
touching.

42. Retina ID Scanner
SCI-FI:  Designed, therefore numbered. Every synthetic human 
has a serial number that identifies them rather than a name, 
and this information can be found by scanning their retina with 
a specific device able to activate their code printed right under 
the iris.
SCI-FACT:  Another type of biometric techique, retinal scan uses 
the unique pattern that compose a person's retina blood 
vessels, therefore serving as an biological identification source. 
Smartphones and other security devices have already been 
implemented with retina scanning and/or iris identification.

43. Roadable Aircraft 
SCI-FI:  The most ambitious and demanding drivers cannot find 
satisfaction in only reaching high speeds in long, terrestrial 
highways. The sky is not the limit anymore for autonomous, 
adaptable vehicles that can lift off from the streets of Los 
Angeles to swing betwen the highs of skyscrapers.
SCI-FACT:  Flying cars are expected to become available as soon 
as 2020, but autonomous flying vehicles are still being 
investigated together with regular self-driving cars. Other 
companies, however, are developing models that combine the 
design of aicrafts and cars in order to offer both options for 
passengers.

44. Smart Jewellery
SCI-FI:  Notifications can be something else than a pop-up on the 
screen or a punctual sound to pick one's attention. Wearable 
devices bring fashion back to be connected to technologies and 
add up a new layer in experience and aesthetics, as 
functionality can always be combined to style.
SCI-FACT:  Wearable accessories such as bracelets and 
smartwatches have been around for a while and fashion 
designers are bringing a new aesthetics for these devices, that 
were once prioritized by their functionality instead of its fashion 
appeal.

45. Spherical Data Storage
SCI-FI:  When all electronic records were destroyed, only 
fragments of old data have remained stored in transparent, 
miniatured spherical hard drives. It can be activated by a 
specific computer reader that triggers information in formats 
such as video and audio.
SCI-FACT:  Apart from the luxury version of a portable HD 
designed as a mirrored sphere, scientists are also studying a 
high-density holographic data storage technology that uses a 
single reference beam. It is composed of multiple plane waves 
or spherical wave, in order to record materials by selectively 
reading out holograms.

46. Synthetic Farming
SCI-FI:  With the tragic incident of the collapse of ecosystems in 
the mid 2020s, a single industrialist took the opportunity to use 
bioengineering technologies for reversion of generalized famine 
by implementing synthetic farming. Food was never the same, 
but at least hunger wasn't a problem anymore.
SCI-FACT:  Gene editing techniques such as TALEN and CRISPR 
have been applied to crops in order to make them more 
resistant to pests and to include new features that are not 
naturally found in these plants. These make them more efficient 
and nutritious.

47. Synthetic Human
SCI-FI:  If the human body is nothing but a biological machine, 
then it can be decoded, programmed, cloned and recreated 
according to the needs. Better, faster and stronger than any 
human, it is such biological strength and emotional disability 
that makes them perfect for exploitation.
SCI-FACT:  Ethical concerns hold back the application of cloning 
and bioengineering technologies in humans, although pet 
cloning has heen rising as a trend altogether with the possibility 
of making ”designer babies” (customizing an embryo's DNA), 
which is scientifically feasible, but not morally accepted yet.

48. Ubiquitous Service Connection
SCI-FI:  Anywhere you go, every step you give, communications 
are there for you. With all devices, vehicles and houseware 
connected and powered with an interface (and probably an AI 
too), everything is linked and all messages are delivered, no 
matter how, no matter to which equipment.
SCI-FACT:  The rising trend on the internet of things technology 
opens up the possibility for more connection and integration 
between devices and other objects, being them at home or 
vehicles. It ends up breaking the limit of smartphones as the 
ultimate means of communication, since all things would be 
connected and ready for interaction.

49. Virtual Autopsy
SCI-FI:  A substitute for organic hands, robotic forceps do the job 
when analysing deceased bodies and the cause of their death 
with efficacy. With the help of their cybernetic brains and 
mechanical arms, they make forensics an industry.
SCI-FACT:  Robots are being teached to perform precise, 
repeatable autopsy procedures in humans, so they can be 
useful in forensic sciences both when defining the cause of 
death or helping investigations. Living patients can also take 
advantage of this technology as it documents patterned injuries 
such as bite marks and bruises.

50. World Genome Database
SCI-FI:  Either born or made: every living creature is a node of 
information in this vast database. Here lies all the genetic 
profiles from everyone who has been around or deceased since 
its creation, no matter if they were designed or cubbed.
SCI-FACT:  With the development of portable DNA sequencers, 
more companies are offering such services and most of the 
data gathered is being used for analysis and insights for 
consumers. Other approaches include public databases for the 
record of all biological, genetic information of living beings.
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